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nt electrochemical aptamer-based
biosensor supports quantitative, real-time
measurement in vivo†

Shaoguang Li, a Andrés Ferrer-Ruiz, b Jun Dai, c Javier Ramos-Soriano, b

Xuewei Du, a Man Zhu, a Wanxue Zhang, a Yuanyuan Wang, a

M. Ángeles Herranz, b Le Jing, a Zishuo Zhang, a Hui Li, *a Fan Xia *a

and Nazario Mart́ın *bd

The development of biosensors capable of achieving accurate and precise molecular measurements in the

living body in pH-variable biological environments (e.g. subcellular organelles, biological fluids and organs)

plays a significant role in personalized medicine. Because they recapitulate the conformation-linked

signaling mechanisms, electrochemical aptamer-based (E-AB) sensors are good candidates to fill this

role. However, this class of sensors suffers from a lack of a stable and pH-independent redox reporter to

support their utility under pH-variable conditions. Here, in response, we demonstrate the efficiency of an

electron donor p-extended tetrathiafulvalene (exTTF) as an excellent candidate (due to its good

electrochemical stability and no proton participation in its redox reaction) of pH-independent redox

reporters. Its use has allowed improvement of E-AB sensing performance in biological fluids under

different pH conditions, achieving high-frequency, real-time molecular measurements in biological

samples both in vitro and in the bladders of living rats.
1. Introduction

Real-time, continuous monitoring of clinically relevant mole-
cules directly in vivo in the living body would vastly improve our
understanding of body health status and our ability to detect,
monitor and treat disease.1–6 This ability, for example, could
provide the patient-precision pharmacokinetic information
required to deliver “the right drug” at the right time and at the
right dose.7–12 The development of sensor technology that
supports such measurement remains as a challenge.13 First,
sensors must achieve a clinically relevant specicity, sensitivity
and detection dynamic range. Second, they must function
continuously without the need of the addition of exogenous
reagents, sample preparation or washing steps. Finally, they
must remain stable in complex biological uids, even so in
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a rapidly uctuating environment in the living body, e.g., pH
uctuations.14–16 It is nearly true for most of the biological uids
in the living body and organs and even in subcellular organelles
that their pH values are prone to change.17,18 For example, urine
and sweat samples exhibited a medically relevant pH range
from 5.0 to 7.5.19,20 Even the blood pH, oen considered as
unaltered under normal conditions, could vary from 6.95 to 7.65
for patients with acidosis or alkalosis disorders.21,22

Towards the goal of real-time monitoring of analytes in
complex biological uids, we and others have developed a class
of electrochemical aptamer-based (E-AB) biosensors,23–27

a versatile platform supporting the measurement of a variety of
analytes. This class of sensors typically employs DNA, RNA or
a short peptide aptamer “probe” as its recognition elements
(Fig. 1). One terminus of this probe is attached to an interro-
gating electrode (here, Au electrode), and the other terminus is
covalently modied with a redox reporter. Once the probe binds
its target, it undergoes a conformational change, which alters
the electron transfer kinetics of this redox reporter, thus
producing a measurable current change. Due to such a mecha-
nism, sensors of this class are rapid, specic and highly
modular, which enables to carry out the analysis of a broad
range of target analytes, including small molecules, nucleic
acids, proteins, and cells.24,25

Despite their success over the last decade, E-AB sensors
suffer from a lack of pH-independent redox reporter, which
promises its application in pH-variable body uids, for
Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 8813–8820 | 8813
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Fig. 1 Electrochemical aptamer-based (E-AB) sensors employing the exTTF derivative as a pH-independent redox reporter. (A) The DNA
aptamer wasmodified at the 50-terminus with a self-assemblymonolayer as an anchor group to the Au electrode andmodified at the 30-terminus
with exTTF as a redox reporter. (B) We fabricated E-AB sensors from exTTF-modified DNA probes and implanted the sensors in the bladder of
a living rat, which undergoes pH changes. This sensor platform achieved quantitative, real-time monitoring of analytes directly in vivo.
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example, directly in situ in the bladder of the living body. Several
redox reporters (e.g., methylene blue, anthraquinone, Nile blue,
and ferrocene) have been explored for E-AB sensors, and very
limited success has been achieved,28,29 with only methylene blue
(MB) exhibiting good stability. Nevertheless, MB involves two
protons for its redox reaction, and thus, the redox potential
changes dramatically with pH (see Fig. S1, S2 and eqn (S1)†),
dwarng its function in a pH-variable environment. With
respect to the pH-independency, ferrocene is a potential
candidate as its redox reaction involves no protons and thus
promises its non-pH dependency feature; however, it exhibits
an oxidation potential of 0.26 V (vs. Ag/AgCl), which may
accelerate the degradation of sensors (see details discussed in
the following paragraph). Herein, we propose the use of p-
extended tetrathiafulvalene (exTTF) as the redox reporter for E-
AB sensors to enable molecular analysis in pH-variable complex
media (Fig. 1).
8814 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 8813–8820
Three main reasons support the choice of exTTF as an effi-
cient reporter: (i) it is chemically and electrochemically
stable;30–35 (ii) as a pro-aromatic electron donor, it exhibits
a single two-electron oxidation process, and no protons are
involved, and thus the redox properties are not altered by pH
changes (Fig. S3, S4 and eqn (S2)†); (iii) last but not least, its
redox potential is close to “0”, which is a "sweep spot" redox
potential with promise for good stability.20 The sweet spot of “0”
potential is mainly attributed to the gold substrates employed
for E-AB sensors. Despite being most commonly used as an
immobilizing electrode in E-AB sensors, gold substrates,
nevertheless, limit the electrochemical window in aqueous
solutions to the range of �500 mV to 400 mV (vs. Ag/AgCl).36 In
an undesirable negative window, oxygen reduction occurs with
a pH-dependent onset potential (�100 mV vs. Ag/AgCl, at
physiological pH), while in a positive window (+300 mV vs. Ag/
AgCl), gold oxidation and etching occur, which may cause the
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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desorption of the DNA probes and SAMs. Given that these two
processes cause irreversible damage to sensors, the closer to “0”
the redox potential is, the less the E-AB sensors suffer from the
above-mentioned two electrocatalytic reactions.
2. Results

As a proof-of-principle, we employed two DNA aptamer
sequences, including cocaine- and kanamycin-detecting
aptamers, into our E-AB platform. To do so, we rst
Fig. 2 The synthetic route and characterization of the exTTF-aptamer
(Scheme S1†). (B) RP-HPLC trace of the amine-modified cocaine aptamer
their conjugates. (C) Mass spectrometry analysis of both conjugates confir
and exTTF derivative.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
synthesized the precursor exTTF-COOH via a click chemistry
reaction (Fig. 2A and Scheme S1†), which was characterized by
NMR (1H and 13C) and mass spectrometry (Fig. 2 and S5–S7†).
We then prepared DNA-exTTF conjugates via a condensation
reaction between DNA sequences with a primary amine and the
exTTF derivative endowed with a carboxylic reacting group.
Both conjugates were puried using the HPLC technique and
characterized by mass spectrometry, observing the respective
molecular weights for both exTTF-DNA conjugates (Fig. 2B, C
and S8–S14†). Finally, E-AB sensors were fabricated by co-
conjugate. (A) Synthesis scheme of exTTF-COOH and the conjugates
(cocaine-apt-NH2) and kanamycin aptamer (kanamycin-apt-NH2), and
ms the success of themodification reaction between the DNA aptamer

Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 8813–8820 | 8815
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depositing the exTTF-DNA conjugates onto a gold electrode with
the 6-mercapto-1-hexanol dilutant.

Our E-AB sensors employing exTTF as a redox reporter
exhibit good stability and response in buffers over a wide pH
range. Upon performing square wave voltammetry to evaluate
these freshly prepared kanamycin-detecting sensors in McIl-
vaine buffer it was observed that while those of MB-based ones
differ in both peak positions and height (Fig. 3A), the voltam-
mograms of exTTF-based sensors exhibit a minimal difference
peaking at 0.02 V (close to the “sweet spot” at 0 V) when sensors
were deployed under varied pH conditions (Fig. 3B). Both
Fig. 3 E-AB sensors employing the exTTF redox reporter exhibited pH-in
conditions. (A) and (B) show the voltammograms recorded from MB-
conditions. (C) and (D) Both cocaine- and kanamycin-detecting sens
conditions (>1200 scans) over a duration of 12 hours. (E) and (F) When cha
observed a pH-independent signal change. The error bars here and in t
independently fabricated sensors.

8816 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 8813–8820
kanamycin- and cocaine-detecting sensors exhibited excellent
stability, with a less than 10% signal uctuation under high-
frequency measurement conditions (>1200 scans) over a dura-
tion of 12 hours (Fig. 3C and D). The current increases upon
spiking the system with its target molecules, and it remains
similar under different pH conditions (Fig. 3E, F and S15†). For
example, upon the addition of 200 nM cocaine, cocaine-
detecting sensors exhibit a signal of �20% across the pH
range from 4.5 to 8.5 (Fig. 3E). Likewise, kanamycin-detecting
sensors exhibited a signal change of �35% upon the addition
dependent performances in McIlvaine buffer under a wide range of pH
and exTTF-based kanamycin-detecting sensors under pH-variable

ors exhibited excellent stability under high-frequency measurement
llenging our sensors with their targets under various pH conditions, we
he following figures represent the standard deviation of at least three

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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of 1 mM kanamycin, with a minimal variation under various pH
conditions (Fig. 3F).

Aer the evaluation of our E-AB sensors in buffers, we then
challenge our exTTF-modied sensors in a biological sample,
once again observing excellent sensor stability and target
response. For example, cocaine-detecting, exTTF-based sensors
Fig. 4 The pH-independent performance likewise holds for exTTF-b
comparison to that observed from MB-based sensors. Here we take kan
based sensors under various pH conditions. (B) These sensors exhibited a
4.5 to 8.5. (C) and (D) In contrast, exTTF-based sensors exhibited pH-
cocaine-detecting sensors (Fig. S18†). (E) We then deployed exTTF-base
achieving a target-dose response curve in good accordance with those
titration calibration plot to estimate the recovery rate of kanamycin in r
recovery rate of 85–90% over a 50-fold concentration span (the solid
accuracy bands).

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
exhibited excellent stability with a less than 5% signal uctua-
tion when evaluated in these samples under different pH
conditions (Fig. S16†), while the MB-based sensors lost 80% of
their original signals. E-AB sensors fabricated from exTTF- and
MB-modied DNA sequences exhibited signicant variations
when they were deployed in real urine samples. The former
ased sensors deployed in biological systems, greatly improved in
amycin-detecting sensors as an example. (A) The titration plots of MB-
variation in KD ranging from 10 mM to 200 mM, over the pH range from
independent target-dose responses, with similar results achieved for
d sensors in a real urine sample with a series of target concentrations,
ranges determined in artificial biological samples. (F) By applying this
eal urine samples from three healthy individuals, we achieved a good
line represents 100% recovery, and the dashed lines represent �20%

Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 8813–8820 | 8817
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exhibited a less than 10% signal loss over 12 h, while the latter
lost 80% of the original signal under these same conditions
(Fig. S17†).

The binding affinities maintain stable for exTTF-based
sensors when they are being deployed in biological uids, while
this is not true for MB-based sensors. Taking kanamycin
sensors as an example, MB-based sensors exhibited a signi-
cant pH-dependence of KD values, ranging from 10 to 200 mM
(Fig. 4A and B). In sharp contrast, exTTF-based sensors exhibit
negligible differences in their binding affinities and signal
gains over a physiological pH range in articial biological
samples (Fig. 4C and D), with similar results achieved for
cocaine-detecting sensors (Fig. S18†). Likewise, the kanamycin-
detecting, exTTF-based sensors exhibited a steady detection
dynamic range and KD values (Fig. 4C and D). Remarkably, the
target dose–response curve for the real urine sample matches
well with those of articial biological uids (Fig. 4E), indicating
good reproducibility of sensor performance across biological
uid samples. For further evaluation of their pH-dependency of
sensor performance, we then evaluated the kanamycin-
detecting sensors at 37 �C (Fig. S19†). Once again, stable
binding affinities and signal gains under pH-varying conditions
were achieved, despite its higher signal gain of up to �80% in
comparison to their relative measurements at room tempera-
ture. To demonstrate this, we spiked a series of kanamycin
solutions varying in concentrations into three different real
urine samples (pH of 6.05, 5.50, and 6.50, respectively),
obtaining a good recovery rate of 85–90% over a 50-fold
concentration span (Fig. 4F).

To further conrm the observation of pH-independence of
binding affinity and the stability of the exTTF-aptamer conju-
gate, circular dichroism studies were carried out for the char-
acterization of the target-recognition aptamers. The results
Fig. 5 The pH-independent E-AB sensor supports real-time, continuous
a living rat (pH: 5.55), we achieved a micromolar precision and observed a
deploying our sensors in the bladder of a living rat with pH adjustment, w
sensors are pH independent. Kanamycin-detecting sensors exhibited a
dance when deploying them in several individual rats (see the raw curren
indicated in B panel were immediately obtained from urine samples co
meter.

8818 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 8813–8820
suggest that, for both aptamers, the target recognition process
produces a conformation change, thus enabling the construc-
tion of E-AB sensors. As expected, the binding states remain
literally unchanged across a variety of pH changes (Fig. S20 and
S21†) (the experimental conditions for CD measurements
include 5 mM concentration of the aptamer for both sensors;
0.5 mM kanamycin and 0.1 mM cocaine; 1 cm path length).

Given the promising in vitro performance of these sensors,
we were then motivated to test our sensors in vivo in the bladder
of a living animal, a pH-varying environment. To do so, we
emplaced the sensors for the detection of kanamycin in the
bladder of an anesthetized Sprague-Dawley rat and injected the
drug via the external jugular vein. Our sensors exhibited excel-
lent baseline stability over the measurement course in vivo
(Fig. 5A, see the raw current in Fig. S22†), achievingmicromolar-
precision measurements with the maximum kanamycin
concentration (Cmax) of �300 mM and an effective clearance of
90% within 15–20 min, values that closely match with those of
previous studies.37,38 Remarkably, the sensors deployed in a rat
via an adjusted pH with intravenous sodium bicarbonate
therapy exhibited a negligible difference in its performance
compared with that deployed in a rat without pH adjustment
(Fig. 5B), indicating that our sensors are stable under pH-
variable conditions even in the living body.

To demonstrate that the observed response for in vivo sensor
originates from kanamycin, urine samples were simultaneously
collected while performing E-AB measurements, and HPLC-MS
measurements were conducted for these samples. We observed,
as expected, signals from molecular fragments of kanamycin
(Fig. S23 and S24†), demonstrating its presence in the bladder.
Interestingly, no response was observed when no drug was
injected, coupled with these HPLC-MS results, conrming that
measurements in vivo. (A) When deploying our sensor in the bladder of
n excretion of kanamycin within the duration of half an hour. (B) When
e observed negligible difference in its performance, indicating that our
consistent pH-independent performance, with results in good accor-
t and converted concentration information in Fig. S25†). The pH values
llected from the bladder during the in vivo measurements using a pH

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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our sensors probe the concentrations of this drug molecule in
the bladder of the living body, rather than something irrelevant.
3. Conclusion

In this study, we have demonstrated the use of exTTF as a pH-
independent redox reporter to greatly improve sensing perfor-
mance under pH-variable conditions both in vitro and in vivo.
This exTTF derivative exhibits its redox potential close to �0 V
(vs. Ag/AgCl), which promises the stability of E-AB sensors when
being deployed in buffer, biological uids and even directly in
the living rats. Our sensors exploit the DNA aptamer as
a recognition element, which can be readily replaced by
aptamers against other targets, promising its modularity of
plug-and-play architectures. Thus, we believe that this new
redox reporter exTTF proposed here would benet a wide variety
of electrochemical sensor architectures and, even more, this
new concept of using a pH-independent biosensor would
provide a good route to achieve the precise measurement of
clinical molecular analytes in biological systems, which are
typically prone to pH changes.39–42 Nevertheless, when
designing for such sensors, one should be cautious that the pH-
independent sensor performance might be also affected by the
specic aptamer structure, target protonation and even the
protonation of phosphate groups in DNA strands, etc.

Our work could also provide a guideline for other applica-
tions relying on the information knowledge of local and precise
molecular concentrations, such as drug delivery and targeted
cancer therapy. Doxorubicin (Dox), for example, as a potent,
clinical commonly-used chemotherapeutic drug for cancer
treatment, provokes severe side effects and requires precise
control in dose administration.43 Due to the pH gradients of the
tumor environment (pH 6.5–7.2),44 it remains challenging to
deliver the appropriate dose without knowing the information
of the local Dox concentration. Our pH-independent sensors are
good candidates to ll this role, as we can readily translate this
sensor technology for such a purpose simply by replacing the as-
demonstrated aptamers with doxorubicin-recognizing ones.
This, in retrospect, would offer an opportunity to integrate
biosensors and drug delivery, achieving patient-specic, self-
monitoring systems.
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